The Next Institutional Asset Class:
From Concept to Reality
Meeting the world’s growing infrastructure needs will require
responsible development and significant capital. Transitioning
sustainable infrastructure development into an institutional
asset class can achieve this important goal.

Today, vast groups of people around the world lack access to basic infrastructure.
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Developed countries have significant infrastructure needs as well.

But this work
must be
done sustainably.

$500 Billion
is needed for infrastructure in the
U.S. alone over the next 10 years.

About 60%
of greenhouse gases result from
infrastructure development and use.
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The United Nations and other world leaders agree on the benefits of improving
infrastructure responsibly.
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Globally, there’s a critical investment gap in infrastructure.
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Investors are waiting in the wings.
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in assets are in long-term funds
well-suited for infrastructure investments.
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“We’ve reached an inflection point where doing right for
the world and doing well for investors is converging.”
Scott Minerd
Chairman of Investments and Global CIO, Guggenheim Investments

How do we turn sustainable infrastructure
investing into an institutional asset class?

In the Guggenheim Sustainable Development Quotient, we outlined the
four attributes investors need to see in a project.
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Measuring sustainability within this framework is the next critical step.

“Going forward, investors will require
consistent methodologies and standards for
infrastructure investments to be included in
the sustainable development asset class.”
Anne Walsh
Chief Investment Officer, Fixed Income, Guggenheim Investments

Guggenheim and the WWF commissioned the Stanford Global Projects Center to
study the evaluation of sustainable development. There were three key findings.
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From here, those in the infrastructure sector must work together.
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“A sustainable infrastructure institutional
asset class is within reach. It’s time to expand our
efforts and make that promise a reality.”
Scott Minerd
Chairman of Investments and Global CIO, Guggenheim Investments

Important Notices and Disclosures
Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. Infrastructure investments may be subject to a variety of risks, not all of which can be foreseen or quantified,
including operating, economic, environmental, commercial, currency, regulatory, political and financial risks. Investing in a specific sector such as infrastructure is more volatile
than investing in a broadly diversified portfolio, as there is a greater risk due to the concentration of holdings in issuers of similar offerings. Sustainability requirements, including
environmental, social, and governance (ESG) obligations may limit available investments, which could hinder performance when compared to strategies with no such requirements.
This material is distributed or presented for informational or educational purposes only and should not be considered a recommendation of any particular security, strategy or
investment product, or as investing advice of any kind. This material is not provided in a fiduciary capacity, may not be relied upon for or in connection with the making of investment
decisions, and does not constitute a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities. The content contained herein is not intended to be and should not be construed as legal or tax
advice and/or a legal opinion. Always consult a financial, tax and/or legal professional regarding your specific situation.
This material contains opinions of the author or speaker, but not necessarily those of Guggenheim Partners, LLC or its subsidiaries. The opinions contained herein are subject to
change without notice. Forward-looking statements, estimates, and certain information contained herein are based upon proprietary and non-proprietary research and other sources.
Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but are not assured as to accuracy. Past performance is not indicative of future results. There is
neither representation nor warranty as to the current accuracy of, nor liability for, decisions based on such information.
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